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In maintaining the relationship in the interaction, everybody cannot
express their own self representations due to it can offend the other’s face which
can create conflicts and even verbal fights. Thus, the four types of politeness
strategies suggested by Brown and Levinson; Bold on record, Positive politeness,
Negative politeness and Off Record, are appropriate ways to maintain relationship
in a society (1987). These strategies were used by the writer to analyze the
interaction in Just Alvin’s talk show on the “Bukan pasangan Biasa” episode.
Since this talk show invited the famous Indonesian celebrities; Yuni Shara and
Rafi Ahmad as the guests to clarify the sensational issue of their relationship in
which Yuni is older than Rafi, so some questions given by the host Alvin could
offend their face. Thus, it encouraged the writer to analyze it by using the
descriptive qualitative approach to describe “how the three of participants’ of Just
Alvin talk show to interact each other since they talk about the serious topic”.
Indeed, the writer analyzed a factor which influenced them to use a certain
politeness strategies, weather it was the distance (D), the power (P) or the ranging
imposition (Rx).

The data revealed that Alvin as the host, tended to use Positive politeness
strategies. It indicates that he tried to minimize the distance (D) and satisfied the
guest positive face, which wants to be respected, liked, admired, cared about and
listened to. Thus made them exited and created the enjoyable and comfortable
conversation. Meanwhile, Both of Yuni Shara and Rafi Ahmad as the guests
tended to apply Off Record strategies. They chose to be vague, ambiguous and
unclear when they gave clarification about the issue. Thus, invited and encouraged
the hearers to interpret what they intended to and the FTA could be minimized
because it depends on the hearer’s interpretation.

All in all, it proves that applying the appropriate politeness strategies
maintained the relationship and reduced some FTA which made the interaction go
well and enjoyed the conversation without being infringed or threaten even though
they discussed about the serious topic.
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